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3. The brackets are fitted behind the 
window bead, all are handed. Locate 
one of the top brackets into the tool 
aperture.

6. Insert the bracket behind the rubber 
seal until the tool edge touches the 
bead at both bottom & side. Repeat 
for other side.

9.  Fit the side profile retaining clips 
supplied. Always fit top clips 
approximately 100mm below top 
bracket. On longer drops fit additional 
clips evenly apart.

1. To fit your INTU® Roller Blind you only 
require the special bracket fitting tool.

4. Insert the bracket behind the rubber 
seal until the tool edge touches the 
bead at both top & side. Repeat for 
other side.

7. Side profiles should be evenly vertical.
If the window is not square, attach 
pads supplied on side of profile as 
needed. Locate the profile bottom end 
cap over the bottom bracket.

5.  Similarly locate one of the bottom 
brackets in the tool.

8.  Apply pressure to click home the 
profile top end cap.

2. Fully unpack the blind and lay out all 
parts supplied
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15. Slide the end cap down the side profile.

10. The fascia end caps have ‘snap off’ 
sections to allow best fit, adjust to 
suit installation.

13. Carefully position the assembly and locate the fascia brackets over the top window 
brackets. Only push fascia half way home.

14. In method 2 attach fascia assembly 
as in step 13. Insert the fabric by 
carefully tilting up the bottom bar and 
fabric; locate the lower end into the 
side profile and then insert the upper 
end into the opposite profile channel.

11. Check the position of the ‘blind to 
fascia’ retaining brackets are as 
shown. If not press the finger release 
lever and move to open position as 
pictured. Repeat at opposite end. As 
blind is pre-tensioned do not remove 
blind from fascia brackets.

12. There are two methods of inserting 
the bottom bar/fabric into the side 
profiles. Method 1 (as above) is to 
slide the bottom bar and fabric into 
the side channels prior to attaching 
the fascia assembly (next operation).
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Summary of Blind Operation

19. To move bottom bar up or down twist 
bar to open position as shown.

20. To lock bottom bar in position twist bar to vertical position as shown.

16. To lock the bottom bar at chosen 
position twist bar to vertical position.

17. Narrow blinds will have one finger 
grip positioned in the centre of the 
bottombar. Wider blinds will have 
two positioned evenly across. Always 
operate the blind at these positions.

18. Ensuring the fabric is located within 
the side profile channel, press 
upwards on the finger release lever 
and push the fascia fully home. 
(Should removal of the fascia be 
desired reverse all processes and 
simply press upwards on the finger 
release levers to pull the fascia 
assembly away from the window).


